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1. Introduction 
The theory of fractional calculus is basically concerned  with the calculus of integrals and derivatives of 
any arbitrary real or complex orders. In this sense, it may be considered as a generalization of classical 
calculus which is included in the theory as a particular case. The former ideas have been stated about 
three hundred years ago but the main mathematical developments and applications of fractional calculus 
have been of increasing interest from the seventies. There is a good compendium of  the state of the art of 
the subject and  the main related existing mathematical  results with examples and case studies in [1]. 
There are  a lot of results concerning the exact and approximate solutions of  fractional differential 
equations of Riemann – Liouville and Caputo types, [1-4], fractional derivatives involving products of 
polynomials, [5-6], fractional derivatives and fractional powers of operators, [7-9] , boundary value 
problems concerning fractional calculus (see, for instance , [1] , [10]) etc . There is also an increasing 
interest in the recent mathematical literature in the characterization of dynamic fractional differential 
systems oriented towards several fields of Science like Physics, Chemistry or Control Theory because it is 
a powerful tool for later applications in all fields requiring support via  ordinary, partial derivatives and 
functional differential equations. Perhaps the reason of interest of fractional calculus is that, the numerical 
value of the  fraction parameter allows a closer characterization of eventual uncertainties present in the 
dynamic model. We can find, in particular, a lot of  literature concerned with the development of 
Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formulations where the motion integrals are calculated though fractional 
calculus and also in related investigations concerned dynamic and damped and diffusive systems [11-17] 
as well as the characterization of impulsive responses or its use in Applied Optics related, for instance, to 
the formalism of fractional derivative Fourier plane filters (see, for instance, [16-18]) and Finance [19]. 
Fractional calculus is also of interest in Control Theory concerning for instance, heat transfer, lossless 
transmission lines,  the use of discretizing devices supported by fractional calculus, etc.  (see, for instance 
[20-22]). In particular, there are several recent applications of fractional calculus in the fields of filter 
design, circuit theory and robotics, [21-22], and signal processing, [17]. Fortunately, there is an increasing 
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mathematical literature currently available on fractional differ-integral calculus which can formally 
support successfully the investigations in other related disciplines. 
This paper is concerned with the investigation of the solutions of  time-invariant fractional differential 
dynamic systems, [23-24], involving point delays what leads to a formalism of  a class of functional 
differential equations, [25-31]. Functional equations involving point delays are a crucial mathematical 
tool to investigate real process where delays appear in a natural way like, for instance, transportation 
problems, war and peace problems or biological and medical processes. The main interest of this paper is 
concerned with the positivity and stability of solutions independent of the sizes of the delays and also 
being  independent of eventual coincidence of some values of delays if those ones are, in particular, 
multiple related to the associate matrices of dynamics. Most of the results are centred in characterizations 
via Caputo fractional differentiation although some extensions are presented concerned with the classical 
Riemann- Liouville differ-integration. It is proved that the existence nonnegative solutions independent of 
the sizes of the delays and the stability properties of linear time-invariant fractional dynamic differential 
systems subject to point delays may be characterized with sets of precise mathematical results. 
1.1 Notation 
Z , R and C are the sets  of integer, real and complex numbers, Z and R are the positive integer and 
real numbers,  and  
 00   ZZ : ;  00   RR : ;  0 zRe:z: CC ;  00  zRe:z: CC  
 n,...,,:n 21  
The  following notation is used to characterize different levels of  positivity of matrices: 
    mnj,i;m:mM: ijmnijmn   00 RR  is the set of all mn  real matrices of nonnegative 
entries.  If mnM R then 0M  is used as a simpler notation for mnM  0R . 
    mnj,i;m:mM: ijmnijmn   00 RR  is the set of all nonzero mn  real matrices of 
nonnegative entries (i.e. at least one of their entries is positive). If mnM R then 0M  is used as a 
simpler notation for mnM R . 
    mnj,i;M:MM: ijmnijmn   0RR  is the set of all mn  real matrices of positive 
entries. If mnM R then 0M  is used as a simpler notation for mnM R . The superscript T 
denotes the transpose , TiM  and jM are, respectively,  the i-th row and the j-th column of the matrix M. 
A close notation to characterize the positivity of vectors is the following: 
  ni;v:v,...,v,vv: inTnn  0210 RR  is the set of all n real vectors of nonnegative 
components.  If nv R then 0v  is used as a simpler notation for nv  0R . 
  ni;v:v,...,v,vv: inTnn  00 21 RR  is the set of all n real nonzero vectors of 
nonnegative components (i.e. at least one component is positive).  If nv R then 0v  is used as a 
simpler notation for nv R . 
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  ni;v:v,...,v,vv: inTnn  021 RR  is the set of all n real vectors of positive components.  
If nv R then 0v  is used as a simpler notation for nv R . 
  nnijMM  R is a Metzler matrix if   nnij,i;M ij 0 . nnM R is  the set of Metzler 
matrices of order n. 
The maximum real eigenvalue, if any, of a real matrix M , is denoted by  Mmax  
 
2.  Some background on fractional differential systems 
Assume that   nb,a:f C  for some real interval   Rb,a  satisfies   nk ,b,aCf R2  and , 
furthermore,   11  kk d/fd   exists everywhere in  b,a  for   1 Rek  for some  0C . Then, 
the Riemann- Liouville left-sided fractional derivative fD a
RL   of order  0C of the vector function 
f in  b,a  is point-wise defined as: 
        



      dt ftddk:tfD ktak
k
a
RL
1
1 ;  b,at                                             (2.1) 
where   1 Rek  and CZC -0\: , where  00  n:n: ZZ , is the  function defined 
by     de:z z   0 1 ; -0\ ZCz . If   nk ,b,aCf R1  and, furthermore,  
     kkk d/fdf   exists everywhere in  b,a , then the Caputo left-sided fractional derivative 
fD a
C   of order  0C  of the vector function f in  b,a  is point-wise defined as: 
     
   
  

 
 d
t
f
k
tfD k
kt
a
a
C
   11 ;  b,at                                                          (2.2) 
where   1 Rek  if  0Z and k if  0Z . The following relationship between both 
fractional derivatives holds provided that they exist (i.e. if   nb,a:f C  possesses Caputo left-sided 
fractional derivative in  b,a ), [1]: 
           t
!j
aaffDtfD
k
j
jj
a
RL
a
C



  


1
0
 ;  b,at                                          (2.3) 
Since kRe  , the above formula relating both fractional derivatives proves the existence of the  Caputo 
left-sided fractional derivative in  b,a if that of Riemann – Liouville exists in  b,a . 
 
3. Solution of a fractional differential dynamic system of any order  with internal point delays 
Consider the linear and time- invariant differential functional Caputo fractional differential system of 
order  : 
       tuBhtxAtxD ip
i
i
C  
 00
                                                                                        (3.1) 
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with   kk  R1 ;  01 Zk,k ,  hh...hhh p2100 being distinct constant 
delays,   p,....,,:piA,A nni 210  R , are the matrices of dynamics for each delay 
 0 pi,h i , mnB R is the control matrix. The initial condition is given by k -n real vector 
functions   nj ,h: R 0 , with  01 kj , which are absolutely continuous except eventually in 
a set of zero measure of   R 0,h of bounded discontinuities with         0000 jjj xxx j  . 
The function vector m:u RR 0  is any given bounded piecewise continuous control function. The 
following result is concerned with the unique solution on 0R  of the above differential fractional system 
(3.1). The proof follows directly from a parallel existing result from the background literature on 
fractional differential systems by grouping all the additive forcing terms of (3.1)  in a unique one (see, for 
instance [1], Eqs. (1.8.17), (3.1.34)-(3.1.49), with      tuBhtxAtf i
p
i
i 
1
). 
Theorem 3.1. The linear and time- invariant differential functional fractional differential system (3.1)  of 
any order  0C  has a unique solution on 0R  for each given set of initial functions 
  nj ,h: R 0 ,  01 kj  being absolutely continuous except eventually in a set of zero 
measure of   R 0,h of bounded discontinuities with         0000 jjjj xxx  ;  01 kj  
and each given  control  m:u RR 0  being  a bounded piecewise continuous control function. Such a 
solution is given by: 
        
  






1
0
0
1
00
k
j
iji
hp
i
jj dhAtxttx
i                                                  
                       duBtdhxAt tiit
h
p
i i
 
 01
;  0t R                     (3.2) 
with   1 Rek  if Z and k if Z , and 
 
    tAEt:t j,jj 010   ;       tAEt:t , 01                                                  (3.3) 
      0 00 

 j
tA:tAE j, 
 ;  ,kj 01                                                                   (3.4) 
for 0t and     00  tt    for 0t , where   tAE j, 0  are the Mittag-Leffler functions. ⁭ 
 
Now consider that the right – hand – side of (3.1) is the evaluation of a Riemann- Liouville fractional 
differential system of the same order   as follows:  
       tuBhtxAtxD ip
i
i
RL  
 00
                                                                                   (3.5) 
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under the same functions of  initial conditions as those of (3.1).Through the formula (2.3) relating Caputo 
and Riemann-Liouville left-sided fractional derivatives of the same order  , one gets: 
        

tuBhtxAtxD i
p
i
i
C
0
0
  t
!j
x
D
k
j
j
jRL 





1
0
0
0
                                 (3.6) 
Since the Caputo left-sided fractional derivative and the Riemann- Liouville fractional integral of order 
    ZCZC zRe:z:ˆ are inverse operators (what is not the case if Cˆ ),(see [1], 
Lemma 2.21(a)), one gets from (3.6), (2.3)  and (3.2)  if Cˆ the subsequent  result for the fractional 
differential system (3.5) on 0R :  
 
Corollary 3.2. If (3.5) of any order Cˆ is replaced with (3.1) under the same initial conditions then its 
unique solution on 0R is given by: 
        
  








 
1
0
0
1
00
k
j
iji
hp
i
jn
j
j dhAtxI!j
tttx
i                                                  
                       duBtdhxAt t0iith
p
1i i
 

 ;   0Ζ ;  0t R   
                
  




 


  1
0
0
1
01
1k
j
iji
hp
i
j
j
nj, dhAtxtI!j
tE i                                                 
                       duBtdhxAt t0iith
p
1i i
 

 ;   0Ζ ;  0t R   (3.7) 
 with   1 Rek  if Z and k if Z .                                                                           
 
Another mild evolution operator can be considered to construct the unique solution of (3.1) by 
considering the control effort as the unique forcing term of (3.1) and the  functions of initial conditions  as 
forcing terms. See the corresponding expressions obtainable from [1], Eqs. (1.8.17), (3.1.34)-(3.1.49), 
with the identity    tuBtf  ) and the evolution operator defined in [2-3] for the standard (non- 
fractional differential system), i.e. 1 in (3.1). Thus, another equivalent expression for the unique 
solution of the Caputo fractional differential system of order  is given in the subsequent result:  
 
Theorem 3.3. The solution of  (3.1) given in Theorem 3.1 is equivalently rewritten as follows: 
 
        



 



  dhtxttx ij
h
j
p
i
jj
k
j
i
0
0
1
00
1
0
     duBtt  0      (3.8) 
for   0t R , any C with   1 Rek  if Z and k if Z ; and 
           dhtAAEtAEt:t ijp
i
t
i,j,j
j   


0
1
0 0010
1                 (3.9) 
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           dhtAAEtAEt:t ip
1i
t
0 i0,0,
11   

                      (3.10) 
for 0t and     0tt0j    ,  01 kj  for  0,ht  .                                                 
 
Also, the solution to the Riemann-Liouville fractional differential system (3.5) under the same initial 
conditions as those of (4) is  given in the  next result for   1 Rek  if Z based on (3.6): 
 
Corollary 3.4. If (3.5) being of order Cˆ is replaced with (3.1) under the same initial conditions then 
its unique solution on 0R is given by 
        






  



  dhtxI!j
tttx ij
h
j
p
i
jn
j
j
k
j
i
0
0
1
00
1
0
     duBtt  0  
                                                                                                                                                 (3.11) 
with   1 Rek  if Z and k if Z  which is identical to that given in Corollary 3.2.     
 
Particular cases of interest of the solution of (3.1) given in Theorem 3.3 are: 
 
1) k  which yields the solution: 
        



 



 dhtxttx ij
h
kj
p
i
jkj
k
j
k
i
0
0
1
00
1
0
     duBtt0 k          (3.12) 
 
2) A further particular case 1k   yields the solution:  
         dhtxttx ih
p
i
j
i  

0
0
1
1
011      duBtt  0 1                         (3.13) 
since    tt 1010   ,  0t R  which is the unique solution of       tuBhtAtxD ip
0i
i    
under any almost everywhere absolutely continuous function (except eventually in some subset of zero 
measure of  0,h  of bounded discontinuities) of initial conditions   n0 0,h: R . Use for this 
case, the less involved notations         txtxtx 1010    for the smooth evolution operator 
from n0 RR  to nR , and       tA1010 0ettt   , Rt   for the exponential matrix 
function tA 0e  from 0R to nnR , which defines a 0C semigroup   0tA t,e 0 R  of infinitesimal 
generator 0A  from 0R  to  nL R . Then, the unique solution    txtx 1 , Rt for the given 
function of initial conditions is:  
       iih
p
i
hAtxttx
i  


0
1
0  
                      duBtdhxAt t0iith
p
1i i
 

                                            (3.14) 
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               dhtxt ih0
p
1i
0
i  

     duBtt0   ;  0t R                   (3.15) 
and    ttx  for  0,ht  , where   tA 0et  satisfies    tAt 0   Rt , and 
   ip
0i
i htAt   
  with     nI00   (the n- identity matrix) and   0t  ,  0,ht   
which has a unique solution     


   

p
1i
t
h ii
A
n
tA
i
00 dhAeIet     for  0t R , [2-3]. 
A problem of interest  when considering a set of p delays in  h,0  is the case of  potentially repeated 
delays, then subject to  hh...hhh p2100 , with q of them   0qj,h pj   being 
distinct, each being repeated p1 j  (  0qj   )times  so that 
 hh...hhh pqpp 1000  ; 1p
p
0j
pj                                                              (3.16) 
ikpj hh  , 


 1j
0
k

 ; ji  ,  0qj                                                                           (3.17) 
Thus, the following result holds from Theorem 3.3 by grouping the terms of the  delayed dynamics 
corresponding to the same potentially repeated delays. 
 
Theorem 3.5. The Caputo solutions to the subsequent Caputo and Riemann- Liouville fractional 
differential systems of order  with 0p  (potentially repeated) delays and pq0  distinct  delays: 
       tuBhtAtxD ip
i
i
C 


0
0
  and        tuBhtAtxD ip
i
i
RL 


0
0
  
on 0R for the given set of initial conditions on  0,h are given by: 
         



 



  dhtxttx ip
h
j
q
i
jj
k
j
j
ip
0
0
1
00
1
0
                              
                 duBtt  0                                                                                                   (3.18) 
for any C with   1 Rek  if  0Z and k if  0Z ; and, respectively by 
        


 


  



  dhtx!j
tttx ip
h
j
q
i
j
j
j
k
j
j
ip
0 0
1
00
1
0
    
                      duBtt  0                                                                                              (3.19) 
for any Cˆ  with   1 Rek  if Z and k if Z , where: 
     







 dhtAAEtAE:t ij
q
i
t
i
i,
i
ij,j
i
i
j
j

































   
  


  




 


0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
10 1
0
0
1
0
 
   
                                                                                                                                                     (3.20) 
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0t and     0tt0j    ,  01 kj  for  0,ht  .                                                 
 
4. Nonnegativity of the  solutions 
The positivity of the solutions of (3.1) independent of the values of the delays is now investigated under 
initial conditions   nj ,h:  00 R ,  01 kj . 
 
Theorem 4.1. The Caputo fractional differential  system (3.1) under the delay constraint 
 hh...hhh p2100  for any  given absolutely continuous functions of initial conditions 
  nj ,h:  00 R ,  01 kj  and any piecewise continuous vector function n:u   00 RR  if 
  1 k if Z and  Zk ,  0Rt ;  R  has  following properties: 
 
(i)  tj0  is nonsingular;  01 kj and   0t ;  0Rt  (if mnB R then 
  0t ;  0Rt ) . 
 (ii)  
      (ii.1)     00010   ttMA nn R ;  0Rt  
      (ii.2)   000   tMA jnn R ;  01 kj ; 

 jt,t 0  for some sufficiently small 
Rjt with   000 t ,  0Rt (i.e. 0t ). This property holds  0Rt (i.e. 
jt ;  01 kj ) if, in addition, either 00 A  or if 0A  is nilpotent or if 10  k . 
Furthermore, there are at least n entries (one per row) of  tj0  being positive;  0Rt . 
Furthermore,  
(iii) Any solution (3.2) to any Caputo fractional differential system (3.1) is nonnegative independent of 
the delays; i.e.   ntx  0R ;    0Rt,ht for some  0Rt  , for any set of delays satisfying 
 hh...hhh p2100 and any absolutely continuous functions of initial conditions 
  nj ,h:  00 R ,  01 kj and any piecewise continuous control m:u   00 RR , if and only 
if nnMA  R0  for  0Rt  being sufficiently small. Furthermore,   ntx  0R ;    00 R,ht if, in 
addition,  either 00 A  or if 0A  is nilpotent or if 10  k , nniA  0R  ( pi ) and mnB  0R . 
 
Proof: It is now proven that   nnj MAt;t   RR 000 0 ;  R for any  01kj . 
First, note the following. If 1 k then       00
0
0
01100  

tA
, e!
tAttAEt


  if 
nnMA  R0 from the above part of the proof and also nnMA  R0   0 t ;  0Rt . This follows 
by contradiction. Assume that   0tim for some Rt . Consider the positive differential system 
   txAtx 0 ,   jex 0 , nnMA  R0  so that     0 ttx imi   which contradicts the system 
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being positive. Thus,   00   tMA nn R ;  0Rt . Furthermore,  since  t  is a fundamental 
matrix of solutions of the differential system, it is non-singular for all finite time and the above result is 
weakened as follows: 
     0( 0000   tAnn ettMA R   t  is non-singular;  0Rt ). Since  t  is 
nonsigular ;  0Rt at least n of its entries ( one per-row) is positive. Property (i) has been proven. 
Now, one gets from (3.3)-(3.4):  
          jj !t!tAjtAtAEt j,j     







1
0
0
0
0
010 1
;  01kj    (4.1)  
Let ie the i-th unit Euclidean vector of  nR whose i-th component is 1. Then, one obtains for all 
 01kj , irrespective of the value of  R and Zk being   1 k  if Z and  Zk , 
provided that nnMA  R0 : 
        mTimjTiimj ej !t!tAeetet 






 1
1
0
0
00 







          
                       
 
    mTi ejj
!t
!
tAe 






 






 1
0
0  
               mTimtATi ejj !t!tAek!tmineee 













  


 


 
 1
0
0
1
0
0                     (4.2) 
                        
 
    











 kj
!tmine
!
tAe
N
m
NT
i 






 1
00
0                                                         
              






 kj
tmineee
N
m
tAT
i 

 
 11
0
0          






 kj
tmineee
N
m
tAT
i 

 
 11
0
0      (4.3) 
  nnm,i  ,  0Rt since   00   tMA nn R ;  0Rt , for some    0ZN and N is 
finite if and only if 0A  is nilpotent (of degree N) . Eq. (4.3) implies that   00 mtATi eee  and then 
   00 imj t ,   nnm,i  in the following cases:  
 
(a) N ,    0 since ,  0 Rt,t and some sufficiently small Rt ,  
since nnMA  R0  00  tAI ;  0Rt  and 
         000
1
0
0  

totAI
jj
!t
!
tAt
N
j




 

  for some sufficiently small  0Rt  for 
any R .   
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(b) N and 00A since  
 
    0
1


jj
!t




;  0Z ,  01 kj  for any R . It 
follows from inspection of (4.2) since   00 mtATi eee   nnm,i  ,since nnMA  R0 . This implies 
   00 imj t ;  0Rt .  
 (c)
 
  0
1
0






 k
tminN
N 

 

 ;  01 kj  for any R  so that   00 mtATi eee , 
  nnm,i   , since nnMA  R0 , irrespectively of 00A  or not, what follows from (4.3). This implies 
   00 imj t ;  0Rt . 
 
(d) N , 10  k  . Then, j=0 so that 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
      















 

 11
1111 11
11 tt
!t!t!t
j
!t  
;  0Z ;  0Rt since 10   implies 
      dede      0 10 1   ,  0Z  
As a result,  t00  from (4.2);  0Rt . Also, direct calculations with (3.3)-(3.4) lead to  
      
   
   



 



0
11
0
00
0 11
1
1






 


 !t
!
tAtAttAEt:t ,                                         (4.4) 
and similar developments to the above ones yield    0imt ;   nnm,i  ,  0Rt under the 
same conditions as above in the cases (a) to (d) for  t00  . On the other hand, one gets from (3.2)-
(3.4) for the unforced system with point initial conditions at t=0:  
           TT
,k
T
k
j
,k,jj x,....,xt,....,txttx 

 


 01001
0
010000    
which leads to     00 ii xttx   by taking point initial conditions 00 ix , 00 jx , 
   01 kj,ji  so that  ti0  is nonsingular for all  0Rt  since otherwise the solution is not 
unique for each given set of initial conditions since any trajectory solution subject to some set of initial 
conditions 00 ix , 00 jx , would have infinitely many  initial conditions, subject to identical 
constraint, so that such a trajectory is not unique which is  a contradiction. Since this reasoning may be 
made for any  01 kj ,  tj0  is nonsingular for all  01 kj , all  and, in addition, 
  00 tj ;  01 kj ,  0Rt if either 00 A  or if 0A  is nilpotent or if 10  k or 
without these restricting condition within  some first interval  t,0 . The following properties have been 
proven: 
  a)   0000   tMA nn R ;  0Rt  
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  b)  nnMA R0 (     00 00  tdett jj     0 t ;  01 kj ,   1 k  if 
Z and  Zk ,   0Rt )   
It remains to prove   nnj MAt;t   RR 000 0 ; 1 kj , some  0Rt . This is 
equivalent to its contra-positive logic proposition. Proceed by contradiction by assuming 1 kj  such 
that  nnMA R0   00 tj , some  0Rt . Note that 
 nnMA R0     0000  mTimtATi eteetee  , some  0Rt , some   nim,i   
Then, one gets: 
          01000 0 





 k
!tmaxeeeetet m
tAT
imj
T
iimj 

 

  
what contradicts    nnj MAt;t   RR 000 0 ; 1 kj , some  0Rt . Thus, the proof 
of Properties (i) –(ii) becomes complete since the above proven  property a) extends to any 
 01kj as follows: 
 
c)   000   tMA jnn R ;  01 kj ,   1 k  if Z and  Zk ,  0Rt ;  R  
so that the unforced solution for any set of nonnegative point initial conditions is nonnegative for all time 
and, furthermore,            0and pi 0A,t;,0t;010t i0n0i   Btu,hki RR ; 
 0Rt implies that (3.2) is everywhere nonnegative within  its definition domain.    The converse is 
also true as it follows by contradiction arguments. If there is one entry of B or  piome A i s   which is 
negative, or if nnMA  R0 , it can always be found a control   n0Rtu of sufficiently large norm along 
a given time interval  such that some component of the solution is negative for some time. It can be also 
found some  nonnegative  initial condition of sufficiently large norm at t=0 such that some component of 
the solution is negative at  0t . Thus, Property (iii) is proven.                                                         
 
The following result is obvious from the proof of Theorem 4.1:  
 
Corollary  4.2. Theorem 4.1 (iii) is satisfied also independent of the delays for any given  set of delays 
satisfying the constraint  hh...hhh p2100 .   
 
Proof: It follows directly since Theorem 4.1 is an independent of the delay size type result  and , under 
the delay constraint  hh...hhh p2100 , it has also to be fulfilled for any combination of 
delays satisfying the  stronger constraint    hh...hhh p2100 .                               
 
Corollary 4.3. Any solution (3.8), subject to (3.9)-(3.10),  to the Caputo fractional differential  system 
(3.1) under the delay constraint  hh...hhh p2100 is nonnegative independent of the 
delays  within a first interval, i.e. it satisfies    ntx  0R ;    0Rt,ht for some sufficiently 
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small  0Rt  for any given absolutely continuous functions of initial conditions   nj ,h:  00 R , 
 01 kj  and any given piecewise continuous vector function n:u   00 RR  with   1 k if 
Z and  Zk ,  0Rt ;  R  if and only if nnMA  R0 , nniA  0R  ( pi ) 
and mnB  0R . In addition, and    n,h:x   000 RR  if , in addition,  either 00 A  or if 0A  is 
nilpotent or if 10  k . Furthermore,   00 tj (with at least n entries being positive), 
  00 tdet j (  01 kj ) and   0t ;  0Rt ( if mnB R then   0t ;  0Rt ) . 
 
Proof: The solution (3.8) is identical to the unique solution (3.2) for (3.1) thus it is everywhere 
nonnegative under the same conditions that those of Theorem 4.1 which have been extended in Corollary 
4.2.                                                                                                                                                        
 
Note that the conditions of nonnegativity of the solution of the above theorem also imply the excitability 
of all the components of the state-trajectory solution; i.e., its strict positivity for some  Rt  provided 
that 0B and the control n:u   00 RR is admissible (i.e. piecewise continuous) and non-identically 
zero since   0t and nonsingular for all Rt . It is now seen that the positivity conditions for  the 
Riemann- Liouville fractional differential system (3.5) are not guaranteed in general by the above results 
for any given absolutely continuous functions of initial conditions   nj ,h:  00 R ,  01 kj  
and any given piecewise continuous vector function n:u   00 RR  with   1 k if 
Z and  Zk ,  0Rt ;  R . The following two results hold b y using Corollary 3.2 and 
Corollary 3.4: 
 
Theorem 4.4. Any solution (3.7), subject to (3.3)-(3.4),  to the Riemann- Liouville fractional differential  
system (3.5) under the delay constraint  hh...hhh p2100 is everywhere nonnegative 
independent of the delays, i.e. it satisfies   n,h:x   000 RR , for any given absolutely continuous 
functions of initial conditions   nj ,h:  00 R ,  01 kj  and any given piecewise continuous 
vector function n:u   00 RR  with   1 k  if Z and  Zk ,  0Rt ;  R  if 
nnMA  R0 , nniA  0R  ( pi ),   011 


  nj, I!jtE ;  01 kj ,  0Rt  and mnB  0R . 
The conditions nnMA  R0 , nniA  0R  ( pi ) and mnB  0R  are also necessary for  
  n,h:x   000 RR for any nonnegative function of initial conditions and nonnegative controls. 
The condition   011 


  nj, I!jtE ;  01 kj ,  0Rt  is removed for initial conditions 
  nj ,h:  00 R  subject to   00 0  jj x . 
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Proof: The proof follows  in a similar way as the sufficiency part of the proof of  Theorem 4.1 (iii) by 
inspecting the nonnegative of the solution Corollary 3.2, Eq. (3.7) for an nonnegative function of initial 
conditions and any nonnegative control.                                                                                                  
 
Theorem 4.5. Any solution (3.11), subject to (3.3)-(3.4),  to the Riemann- Liouville fractional differential  
system (3.5) under the delay constraint  hh...hhh p2100 is everywhere nonnegative 
independent of the delays, i.e. it satisfies   n,h:x   000 RR , for any given absolutely continuous 
functions of initial conditions   nj ,h:  00 R ,  01 kj  and any given piecewise continuous 
vector function n:u   00 RR  with   1 k if Z and  Zk ,  0Rt ;  R  if and only if 
nnMA  R0 , nniA  0R  ( pi ),   00 


  n
j
j I!j
tt ;  01 kj ,  0Rt  and mnB  0R . 
The condition   00 


  n
j
j I!j
tt ;  01 kj ,  0Rt is removed for initial conditions 
  nj ,h:  00 R  subject to   00 0  jj x .                                                                               
 
Proof: The proof of sufficiency follows  in a similar way as the sufficiency part of the proof of  Theorem 
4.1 (iii) ( see also the proof of Theorem 4.5) by inspecting the nonnegative of the solution Corollary 3.2, 
Eq. (3.7) for an nonnegative function of initial conditions and any nonnegative control. The  proof 
necessity  follows by contradiction by inspecting the solution (3.11) as follows: 
 a) Assume that nnMA  R0 and the solution is nonnegative for all time for any nonnegative function of 
initial conditions and controls. Take initial conditions   0tj ;  0,ht  , 1 kj ;   00 t ; 
 0,ht  ,     000 000  x  and 0u on 0R . Then (3.11) becomes: 
        00000000 xItExIttx nn      for  10 h,t    
 since    tt 0000     for  10 h,t . Since nnMA  R0 ,  10 h,t and      nitm,tii   
such that    000 mit . Otherwise, if nnMA  R0 and   000 t ;  10 h,t , it would follow 
from (4.3) that   000 t ;  0Rt  since  
  00100100100    AhAAhAAhAtA eeeeee  
from the semigroup property of   00 Rt,e tA  with    11 h/th,t    
and     1110 hth,th,    what implies   000 t ;  0Rt from (4.3). Thus, nnMA  R0  
which contradicts nnMA  R0 . It has been proven that nnMA  R0   000  mTi ete  ;  10 h,t for 
some      nitm,tii  . Now, take jmjx 00  nj  where jm denotes the Kronecker delta. 
Then,   
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        000000000 


 


  mTimn
j
T
in
j
T
ii eteeI!j
ttexI
!j
ttetx    
As a result, nnMA  R0  is a necessary condition for the solution to be nonnegative for all time 
irrespective of the delay sizes. 
 
b) Assume that the solution is nonnegative for all time for any nonnegative function of initial conditions 
and controls Assume that 0jTi eAe  and   pi;hh i   for some nj,i  , p . Take initial 
conditions    000  jjx  ;  0,ht  ;  01 kj  , 0j ; 1 kj and 0u . One gets 
from (3.2) 
   
 
        dhAtedh´At´ etx h Tij
pj
h T
ii 

 



 

0
0
0
0
;  ih,t 0                   
for the case ih´h  ;  pi   . Now, if ´hhh   , Take a further specification of initial conditions 
as follows :   00 t ;  ´h,t 0  , and     010  Tnk,...,k ;  h,´ht  then  
 
       dhAt´ etx
h
h
T
ii 
  0 =   
 


 
n
r
n
m
mrm
h
h
ri kdAt´
1 1
   
 
 
    rjh
´h
ir
m
r
jrm
h
´h
ir
m
rnjm
mj
h
´h
T
i
n
j
j AdtkAdtkAdtk 




 


 

  

 
111
 ;  ih,t 0  . As a result,    piA i 0 is a necessary condition for the solution to be nonnegative for 
all time irrespective of the delay sizes. 
 
c) Assume that the  solution is nonnegative for all time for any nonnegative function of initial conditions 
and controls and 0B is not fulfilled so that it exists at least an  entry 0jB of B . Then, one has under 
identically zero initial conditions the following unique solution:     
              
 

m
i
ii
t
i
nm
i
ii
t T
i
t T
ii duBtduBtdButetx
1
0
11
00
  

      
               
     mji ii
t
i
n
duBt  
 01
-   0
0
1



 

ujj
t
j
n
kdBt  

 ;  0Rt                                   
provided that  
   
 
  


 



 

 




dBt
duBt
k
j
t
j
n
mji
ii
t
i
n
uj




0
1
0
1  
by assuming that 0B fails because 0jB for some   mnj,  and a constant control component 
0 ujj ku  is injected on the time interval  t,0 for some arbitrary Rt for the remaining control 
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components being chosen t be nonnegative for all time. This contradicts that the solution is nonnegative 
for all time if the condition 0B  fails.                                                                                                   
 
Remark 4.6.  Note that Theorem 4.1 can be extended as a necessary condition for  10 h,t   since 
   tt jj 00     for  10 h,t ;  01 kj ,  0Rt .                                                           
Remark 4.7. Note  by simple calculation that    nnp
i
ii
nn MApiAMA 

 


  RR
0
0 0  .This is 
a necessary and sufficient condition for the nonnegativity of the solutions of the Caputo fractional 
differential system (3.1) of arbitrary order R  under arbitrary nonnegative controls and initial 
conditions  in the absence of delays; i.e. for 0ih ;  0 i  and any Z .                              
 
Remark 4.8. The given conditions to guarantee that the solution is everywhere nonnegative under  any 
given arbitrary nonnegative initial conditions and nonnegative controls are of independent of  the sizes of 
the delays type; i.e. for any given set of p delays. However, the conditions are weakened for particular 
situations involving repeated delays as follows. Note from Theorem 4.5 that the various given conditions 
0iA  of necessary type to guarantee the nonnegativity of the solution under any admissible nonnegative 
controls and nonnegative initial conditions are weakened to 








 


  

i
i
j
j
A

1
1
0

if there is some repeated 
delay ih of multiplicity 2i (i.e. the number of distinct delays is pq 0 ). Also, if 00h is repeated 
with multiplicity 20 then the condition nnMA  R0 for 10  is replaced by nnMA 





 R1
0
0

 . 
                                                                                                                                                            
Remark 4.9. Note that there is a duality of all the given results of sufficiency type or necessary and 
sufficiency type in the sense that the solutions are guaranteed to be nonpositive for all time under similar 
conditions for the cases when all components of the controls and initial conditions are nonpositive for all 
time.                                                                                                                                                     
 
5. Asymptotic behavior of unforced solutions for R  
The asymptotic behaviour and the stability properties of the Caputo fractional differential system (3.1) 
can be investigated via the extension of the subsequent formulas for R , (see (1.8.27)-(1.8.29), [1]): 
1) If 20    then for z  and some R satisfying   ,min 1 : 
      


  




  1
1
11 111
1
Nj
N
j
j
z
/
z
O
z
ezzE 


                                              (5.1) 
with   ,minzarg 1 , any ZN , and  
    


   11
1 11
Nj
N
j
j z
O
z
zE                                                                               (5.2) 
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with   ,minzarg 1 , any ZN  
 
2) If 2  then for z  
    





  










 1
1
1
1
1 111
1
2
2
Nj
N
j
j
ze
Qj
/
z
O
z
eezzE
/
j
j








i
i
         (5.3) 
for any ZN with      01k , 2
zarg , 


 
2
2  nzarg:n:Q Z  and 
1i  being the complex imaginary unit. The above formulas are extendable to the Mittag- Leffler 
matrix functions       0 001 1

 j
tA:tAE j, 
 ;  01  kj , respectively,   tAE 0  by 
identifying tAz 0 ,   tAz 
1
0
1
 (if   
1
0A exists) and   tAz 101  (if 0A  is non-singular), 
1 j , respectively,    .  Irrespective of the existence of   
1
0A and of 00 A  being 
singular or nonsingular, it is possible to identify   tAz 101  and tAz 0  and to use 
        0 00101 1

 j
tA
tAEtAE j,j, 
 ;  01  kj                        (5.4) 
        0 000 

 

tA
tAEtAE                                                    (5.5) 
The method may be used to calculate an asymptotic estimate of the solution (3.2) if 0A is non-singular 
(or an upper-bounding function for any nonzero 0A ) of the Caputo fractional differential system (3.1), 
via (3.3)-(3.4), or, equivalently (3.8), via (3.9)-(3.10) and (3.3)-(3.4). The estimations may be extended 
with minor modification to the Riemann- Liouville fractional differential system (3.5). Note that if all 
the complex eigenvalues of 0A  appear by conjugate pairs 0A  then 00
1
0 AJTA
  where 0J is its 
real canonical form.  
A) Assume that R , 0A  is real non-singular and   
1
0A exists; i.e. M such that 0AM  and 
 piA i  is real. Then, one gets from (5.1)-(5.3): 
               11001 11 1
1
001
1
01 
 




   NNNjjj, tAOtAetAtAE
tA

 
  
                                                                                                                ;  01  kj     (5.6) 
             


11
00
1 1
111
00
1
01 
 




   NNN/ tAOtAetAtAE
tA

 
     
                                                                                                                                               (5.7) 
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as t if 20  , for any ZN , and 
  













  



tAe
Q
j
j, eetAtAE
/






1
0
2
21
001
1
i
i



        
                                11001 11 1     NNN tAOtA    ;  01  kj      (5.8) 
  













 



tAe
Q
eetAtAE
/





 
1
0
2
21
1
00
1
i
i



 
                       1100
1
1
1 
 
  NNN tAOtA 
 
                                                   (5.9) 
as t  if 2 , for any ZN , with 


 
4
n:n:Q Z  
 
B) Assume that R and   0 piA i is real, one obtains from (5.1)-(5.2): 
        


 


  1
1
111 111
Nj
N
z/
z
O
z
ezzEzE


                          (5.10) 
for 20   ,  01k , and 
              11 111 111 Nj
N
z
Qj
/
z
O
z
ezzEzE



             (5.11) 
for 2 ,   ,k 01 . Thus, on gets from (5.10) 
               11001 11 1
1
0
1
001
1 


   NNNtAjjj, tAOtAetAtAE 


  
                                                                                                              ;  01  kj       (5.12) 
               11001 11
1
01100
1 
 
   NNNtA/ tAOtAetAtAE 
 
     
                                                                                                                                               (5.13) 
as t , for any ZN , if 20   , and one gets from (5.11) 
      1001 011 tAQ jj, etAtAE /            
                             11001 11 1     NNN tAOtA    ;  01  kj    (5.14) 
      1100 011 tAQ etAtAE /    
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                            1100
1
1
1 
 
  NNN tAOtA 
 
                                   (5.15) 
as t  if 2 , for any ZN ,  with 


 
4
n:n:Q Z . The  formula (3.8) for the solution is 
more useful than its equivalent expression (3.2) to investigate the asymptotic properties of the Caputo 
fractional differential system. Therefore, we obtain now either explicit or upper-bounding asymptotic 
expressions for (3.9)-(3.10) by using (5.6) to (5.13) as follows: 
   1) Assume that R , 0A  is real non-singular,   
1
0A exists and  piA i  are also real . Then, 
one gets from (5.6)-(5-9) into (3.9)-(3.10): 
              11001 11
1
00
1
01 
 




   NjNjN jjj tAOtAeAt
tA

 
    
 
             

dhtAAOAeA ij
p
i
t
i
NNN/
A









   


 





0
1
0
11
0
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0
1 1
11
0
1
01 
 
  
                                                                                                                                                  (5.16) 
             
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
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
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0
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0
1
01 
 
     
                                                                                                                                                  (5.17) 
 01  kj as t if 20   , for any ZN , and 
  









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                                                                                                                                                (5.18) 
      





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
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

   
       11001 11 1     NjNjN tAOtA      
   
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



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


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                                                                                                                                                (5.19) 
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 01  kj as t if 2 , for any ZN . 
 
    2)  Assume that R  and   0 piA i are real. Then,  
        

 
 
   
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1
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01 NjNj
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j tAOtAeAt

 
    
 
  
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                                                                                                                                                 (5.20) 
             
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                                                                                                                                                  (5.21) 
 01  kj as t if 20   , for any ZN , and 
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                                                                                                                                                (5.22) 
     
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                                                                                                                                                (5.23) 
 01  kj as t if 2 , for any ZN . 
 
For further discussion, note that it exists a set of linearly independent continuously differential real 
functions   010   i,:i RR  , where   is the degree of the minimal polynomial of  any 
square real matrix 0A  such that: 
  






   
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
j i
ti
ij
i
i
i
tA
i
jetkAte ;  0Rt                                                            (5.24) 
 (see, for instance, [4-5]), where Rijk ;  01i ,  0j  , 
    00  AIdet::M nii  C is the spectrum of 0A defined by the  set of eigenvalues i of 
M of respective index i  (i.e. the  multiplicity of i in the minimal polynomial of 0A ) and algebraic 
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multiplicity i  (i.e. the multiplicity of i in the characteristic polynomial of 0A ) so that 


 n
i
i
n
i
inn
11
 with n being the order of 0A  with   being the degree of its minimal polynomial. 
The subsequent stability result is based on the above formulas: 
 
Theorem 5.1. The following properties hold: 
 
(i) If 1k (the particular standard bon- fractional case) then (3.1) is globally Lyapunov stable 
independent of the delays if 
 022
2
1
1
2
111 AAAA p
p
,,,  



                                                               (5.25) 
requiring for the 2 - matrix measure of 0A  to fulfil     021 0002  Tmax AA:A  , for some 
Ri  pi  subject to 1
1
2 

p
i
i , [6]. Also,  
   110110100 0   tAOtAet tA      dhtAAOAe ip
i
t
i
A 


   


010
1
0
11
0
11
00   
                                                                                                        as t        (5.26) 
is bounded provided that 0A  is non- singular with 
tAe 0  being of the form  (5.24) if (5.25) holds and  
then the  unforced solution: 
        


  
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

  dhtxttx ijh j
p
i
jj
k
j
i
0 0
1
00
1
0
                                            (5.27) 
Is bounded for all time. Furthermore,  
  tAet 0100  


  220110 tAOtA    
            dhtAAOAe ip
i
t
i
A 


 

  


001
1
0
11
0
11
0
0       as t        (5.28) 
if (5.25) holds irrespective of 0A  being singular or non-singular. If, in addition,   002 A and (5.25) 
holds with strict inequality then (3.1) is globally asymptotically Lyapunov stable independent of the 
delays and 
  t100     001
1
0
11
0
11
00 


  

  dhtAAOAe i
p
i
t
i
A       as t          (5.29) 
 (ii) If 1k and  10 , the inequality (5.25) is strict then (3.1) is globally Lyapunov stable 
independent of the delays if   0102  /A and 
  /pp,,, AAAA 10222211 111 



                                                               (5.30)     
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provided that 0A  is non- singular and 
/A 10  exists. Also, then (3.1) is globally asymptotically 
Lyapunov stable independent of the delays if, in addition,   0102  /A and    
  /pp,,, AAAA 10222211 111 



                                                                (5.31)     
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dhtAAOAeA i
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i
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i
N/
A
  
                                                                                                                as t                     (5.32) 
If either 0A  is singular or 
/A 10  does not exists then (5.32) is replaced by a corresponding less than or 
equal to  relation of norms with the replacements 00 AA  , 1010   AA  and tAtA ee 00  . 
(iii) Assume that 000 AAA J
~JJ d   is the canonical real form of 0A ( in particular, its  Jordan form if 
all the eigenvalues are real)  with dAJ 0 being diagonal and 0AJ
~ being off-diagonal such that the above 
decomposition is unique with TJTA A 0
1
0
  where T is a unique non-singular transformation matrix. 
Then, the Caputo fractional differential system (3.1) is globally Lyapunov stable  independently of 
/A 10  to exist or not by replacing    02102 A/ JA     in (5.30) by 
   /dpTp,,T,TA JTATATA,TJ~T 1022221110 1110 1111 


            (5.33) 
with   002 dJ  for some set of numbers Ri   0 pi satisfying 1
0
2 

p
i
i . The fractional 
system is globally asymptotically Lyapunov stable for one such a set of real  numbers if   002 dJ , 
and 
   /dpTp,,T,TA JTATATA,TJ~T 1022221110 1110 1111 


            (5.34) 
 
Proof: It turns out that  tx  is bounded for all time so that (3.1) is globally Lyapunov stable  if 
 tj 0 is bounded;  01  kj for all  0Rt  for any bounded functions of initial conditions 
  nj ,h: R 0  ;  01  kj  with     000 jjj xx  .  If, in addition,   00 tj as t  
then   0tx  as t  so that (3.1) is globally asymptotically Lyapunov stable and the solution 
(5.27)is bounded for all time. Thus: 
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If 1k (the particular standard bon- fractional case) then (3.1) is globally Lyapunov stable 
if  t001  is bounded for all  0Rt . A sufficient condition independent of the delays is that (5.25) 
holds requiring trivially for the 2 - matrix measure of 0A  to fulfil 
    0
2
1
0002  Tmax AA:A  , where the for some Ri  pi  subject to 1
1
2 

p
i
i , [6].  
Eq. (5.26) follows from (5.16)  after inspection for N=1 and it is bounded  as t  e since otherwise the  
global stability property (5.25) would fail contradicting its sufficient condition for 11  kj . 
Eq.(5.27) follows from (5.20) for 11  Nkj   irrespective of 0A  being singular or non-
singular and /A 10  to exist or not. Eq. (5.28) follows from (5.26) since   002 A  implies that 0A  is 
a stability matrix then   0Re ;  0A and,  furthermore,   0100 t , and the unforced 
solution   0tx , as t from the strict inequality guaranteeing global asymptotic stability 
independent of the delays, namely,  022
2
1
1
2
111 AAAA p
p
,,,   . Property (i) has 
been proven. Property (ii) has a similar proof for  10, , k=1 by replacing /AA 100  . Property 
(iii) follows by using the matrix similarity transformation   TJTA A 010  TJ~JT AA d 001   and 
using the homogeneous transformed Caputo fractional differential system from (3.1): 
   tzDC 0      ip
i
i
C htxTAtTxD  
 00
       
                  ip
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i
C htxTATtxTAThtxTATtxD  




1
1
0
1
0
1
0
  
                               ip
i
iA htxTATtxTJT d  

0
11
0                                                      (5.35) 
where    txTtz  ;   0Rt , 00 h  plays the role of an additional delay. 00 AJ~A   and 
ii AA  ( pi ) by noting also that since  *AA dd JJ 00   is diagonal with real eigenvalues by 
construction, one  has: 
  /A dJ 12 0 =    /Amax/A/Amax ddd J*JJ 111 00021    
                            /dd/maxA/max/Amax JAReJReJRe dd 1020111 00   (5.36) 
Then, the proof is similar to that of the related part of Property (ii).                                               
 
Remark 5.2. Note that a similar expressions to (5.32) applies to guarantee global asymptotic stability for 
 10 ,  in Theorem 5.1(iii) by replacing TJTA dA 010  and TATA ii 1  with 
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iA   0 pi  defined in the proof of Theorem 5.1(iii). Theorem 5.1 establishes  that for any stability 
matrix 0A , the asymptotic stability condition of sufficient type  is as follows: 
   /dpTp,,T,TA JTATATA,TJ~T 1022221110 1110 1111 


                (5.37) 
provided that     0002  AReJ maxd   extends from 10  , (in particular, from  the standard 
non- fractional differential system 10   ) to any  00  ,  
222
1
1
1
0
111
0
1111



  TATATA,TJ~T pT
p
,,T,TA     0102  /dJ    /dJ 102   
                                                                    ;  00  ,                                                         (5.38)  
Note that the global Lyapunov´s stability conditions (5.30) and (5.33) with nonpositive measures 
 dJ02  being eventually zero  of the corresponding matrices of the unforced fractional dynamic 
system does not imply the  boundedness of the solutions of the system for any admissible forcing  
bounded control.  However, under strict inequalities (5.31) or (5.34) and negative related matrix 
measures  dJ02 , i.e. if asymptotic stability holds, the forced solutions for any bounded controls are 
guaranteed to be uniformly bounded.                                                                                                
 
It follows after inspecting the solution (3.8), subject to (3.9)-(3.10), and the expressions (5.22)-(5.23) 
that the stability properties for arbitrary admissible initial conditions or admissible bounded controls are 
lost in general if 2 . However, it turns out that the boundedness of the solutions can be obtained by 
zeroing some of the functions of initial conditions. Note, in particular, from (5.22)-(5.23) that j is 
required to be identically zero on its definition domain for   101  jk  2  in order that 
the  - functions be positive (note that  x  is discontinuous at zero with an asymptote to  as 
0x ). This observation combined with Theorem 5.1 leads to the following direct result which is not 
a global stability result: 
 
Theorem 5.2. Assume that 2 and the constraint (5.32) holds with negative matrix 
measure  dJ02 . Assume also that   nj ,h: R 0  are any admissible functions of initial 
conditions for   101  jk  while they are identically zero if   101  jk . Then, the 
unforced solutions are uniformly bounded for all time independent of the delays. Also, the total solutions 
for admissible bounded controls are also bounded for all time independent of the delays.               
 
The stability of positive or nonnegative solutions is of direct characterization by combining the positivity 
conditions of the above section with the stability analysis of this section.  
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